C-Clear comes in two forms; 1) a soft gel in flip-top cups, and, 2) a liquid in spray or dropper top bottles. Both clean and
coat glass and plastic surfaces with a protective coating that prevents eyeglasses, goggles, paintball masks and diving
masks, etc. from fogging. C-Clear also prevents bathroom mirrors, glass doors and windshields from fogging. Not only
is C-Clear a no fog solution, it is a anti static/demagnetizer, keeping dust and dirt from sticking to surfaces treated with
C-Clear. The gel also fills in minor scratches and makes removal of paint and/or mud easier.
EASY TO APPLY:
It takes a very small amount of gel or liquid as too much will smear on the lens. Dab the GEL with your finger and place
some on the front and backside of one lens or mask. Spread the gel with fingertips until both sides of the lens are
completely covered. Buff with a soft lint free cotton cloth to remove the haze, then apply and buff the other lens in the
same manner. When applying the LIQUID, squirt the front and backside of both lenses ensuring the lenses are covered.
Buff the lenses with a lint free clean cotton cloth until dry. Clean, old cotton t-shirts work the best. C-Clear is watersoluble; therefore, water will remove the C-Clear protective coating. Some people have said in tough environments like
shower mirrors, they spray on the liquid and let it dry without buffing, thereby leaving a strong clear coating.
Do not use bath towels, dish rags or wash rags…they will smear the lens! Lint free cotton cloths…old T-shirts
are best! Damp rags will remove C-Clear so use dry cloths only! Keep cloths from becoming wet due to dew
and contact with water. If used in paintball games or other sports wear a headband to reduce sweat from
coming into direct contact with your mask lenses. Never use paper towels or Kleenex as they are wood
products and will scratch the lenses, masks and goggles.
HOW OFTEN TO USE:
Use as often as you like or no less than about three (3) times a week or every other day in humid environments.
Industrial, military, law enforcement and EMS environments may require daily usage to prevent fogging and static. For
paintball players, we recommend using C-Clear throughout the games, especially if you get ‘GOGGED’ and need to
thoroughly clean the paint off of your mask. Try to avoid heavy moisture on and around your face…use a
headband/bandana to absorb the sweat and treat both your eyeglasses and masks. We recommend the GEL for
nighttime play and damp environments as it is a stronger formula.
LENS SMEARS:

Solution – use LESS gel/spray per application. USE A DRY, CLEAN COTTON CLOTH.

LENS FOGS UP:

Solution – use MORE gel/spray; and/or, apply more often.

==================================================================================
BATHROOM MIRROR/SHOWER DOOR: After a hot shower when the mirror/door is a little moist, spray or dab the
mirror with C-Clear then spread around with a paper towel. Work a small area at a time. Between applications simply
wipe with a dry cloth. Or spray the liquid on and let dry without buffing.
CAR WINDSHIELD: Apply on the inside of the windshield, buff as described above or spray on and let dry without
buffing. Rain will wash it off on the outside of the windshield.
Notes: C-Clear will maintain its consistency and effectiveness indefinitely if refrigerated or kept in a cooler. C-Clear is
water-soluble; therefore, water will remove the C-Clear protective coating. If you are using a damp cloth you will be
removing the C-Clear –- be sure to use a dry clean cloth each time you apply C-Clear. If GEL liquefies, open top,
place in microwave for a couple of seconds, stir with toothpick, snap shut and place on counter top for about 8 hours to
dry. On paintball sites or at the beach be sure to store C-Clear in a cooler or in the shade. If C-Clear liquefies, it will not
affect its’ effectiveness. Allowing it to freeze WILL destroy its effectiveness.
You can visit our website to get additional copies of these directions or more information about C-Clear.

Our web address is www.C-ClearAntiFog.com
If you have any questions, call (877) 750-7927 10 AM – 4 PM, Mon - Fri PST
You can email us at CustomerCare@C-ClearAntiFog.com
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